40 Microstrategies Brands Are Using Today
Keeping pace with our healthcare audiences requires accelerating
our thinking and evolving our tactics. Learning from leading brands
in healthcare and far outside of it is how pharma marketers can start.
We created a tool kit that provides insights into 40 microstrategies
brands are using today to connect with people in innovative and
unexpected ways. Dig in and begin to answer critical planning
questions for your brand.

DOWNLOAD TOOL KIT

Novartis Reps Have A.I. That Knows
Exactly What to Say
As the use of artiﬁcial intelligence in R&D
continues to rise, Novartis takes it even further,
equipping reps with AI that suggests the perfect
things to talk about with HCPs.

READ MORE

Four Key Dynamics for Pharma
Launches
in 2019
We compared the investments of 19
biopharmaceutical companies that were launching
their ﬁrst products and found that not a single
company that spent less than 75% of their launchyear forecasted revenue in the year prior to launch
achieved a successful launch.

READ MORE

Where Digital Health Technology
Is Heading
This pharmaphorum article focuses on digital
therapeutics, voice-activated technology and
inventive approaches to partnerships that can help
pharma better capitalize on data-driven health
insights.

READ MORE

Alternative Research by Wyoming
Biologist May Yield Alzheimer’s
Treatment
In the past year alone, more than six big pharma
companies watched their hopeful Alzheimer
treatments ultimately fail. While pharma admirably
pushes forward, it may be a more collaborative,
interdisciplinary approach that proves fruitful in
the end.

READ MORE

Life-Changing Medicines Deserve
Market-Changing Medical
Communications
Cadent Medical Communications, a Syneos Health
company, is known for communicating science in a
compelling and meaningful way. Check out their
new website for their future-ready, full-service
capabilities, including opinion leader
management, digital peer exchange and
engagement, advisory boards, publication
planning, peer-to-peer programming and medical
meeting execution.
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